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stay tuned for new episodes of the walking dead on amc! the best part about this zombie apocalypse
is that you don't really have to leave your house! you can tune in to your favorite networks & watch

episodes wherever you are! the walking dead: asylum (2011) (11x05) - the 400 clovis riflemen
company, part of the defense forces of harlan county, is training in the mountains, preparing for an
attack on the badlands. whilst the men are carrying out their basic training exercises, the governor

dispatches the black hat gang, a ruthless and ruthless gang, to secure a gold mine and to bring back
a prisoner who knows about the governor's plans. living in the mountains, the residents receive a
visit from the gang, who to their surprise manage to capture the husband and wife team, pete and
otie glenn. petie tells the men that they were going to make a run for it before they were captured
but he doesn't know where they are being taken and they can't contact rick for help as he's out on
patrol. the gang leave pete and otie with a woman named alma and the group start to move out in
search of the glenn's. they discover the town of the cheyenne last seen at the end of the previous

episode. the gang has already arrived, their members are busy looting the place. they quickly notice
that the town is well-fortified and once the gang discover a group of soldiers laying in wait for them,

they know they won't be able to hold the place. they decide to split up, reuniting on a nearby hill; but
they are soon surrounded by the soldiers and the leader of the gang, michonne, is captured. she

manages to escape her captors, kills one of them and sets fire to their vehicle. the gang then leaves
and head on foot into the surrounding wilderness and soon they decide to settle down in a narrow

canyon. the next day, the group sets up camp, with a cabin they build from the remains of the
wagon. they decide to find water and they find a well nearby but they are soon set upon by the same
people who captured michonne. they manage to escape and are soon joined by pete and otie, who
escaped their captors and survived the fire. the two are soon found by the gang and they send back
for michonne. the prisoners tell their story to the group, with michonne revealing that the governor

and the main gang have been working together and they know of rick's plans to attack the mountain
bases. the group quickly decide to rescue michonne and attack the mountain base with the help of a
local man who is familiar with the governor's stronghold, but the group are ambushed and are forced
to come up with a back up plan. they decide to attack the base from the inside. the group storm the
base and soon discover that the leader of the gang, michonne, is inside the base. they manage to

free michonne and she takes her friends with her. they take pete and otie with them and head out on
a horse, but soon they come across the many bodies of the soldiers and they realize that the soldiers

killed them too. the group manage to take the horse and continue on foot, but soon they come
across a roadblock. the group manages to take out the soldiers and they proceed on foot. a few

nights later, the group hear a noise and they set up camp at the end of the road.
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recently, there has been a surge in popularity of the "walking dead" phenomenon. the tv series or
comics that tells of a virus that turns people into zombies. the popularity of the series that started in

2007 has lead to it becoming the subject of other television, books, and video games. x264
aac-720p.rar the tv series or comics that tells of a virus that turns people into zombies. the

popularity of the series that started in 2007 has lead to it becoming the subject of other television,
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